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Abstract
In the view of increasing number of labour migrations associated with broadly understood economic crisis, many families experience migration separation. The consequences

It should be noted that many of the above-mentioned positive and negative aspects of migration have not been studied empirically. In Poland, there are few studies

of these changes affect directly the left-behind children. Sociological analysis of the phenomenon in most research focuses on the description of the negative effects of the

examining the situation of the child in migrant's family. An example of such research are:

loss of physical and emotional contact with one or both parents. In great deal of debate conducted in many environments, political, educational and welfare, speciﬁc numbers,
ﬁgures, statistics or psychological descriptions of the phenomenon and its impact on children's development are presented. Rarely, however, is the phenomenon of migration

ź "Social, educational and upbringing consequences of migration of parents and legal guardians of primary and secondary schools

described from the child's point of view or the changes that parents' migration brought to their lives. So far, the studies on left-behind children have mainly focused on the

students (2008) by B. Walczak. School surveys, on a sample of 2,597 students. Conclusions: almost 30% of children have

problems of children living in developing countries (according to IMF classiﬁcation), e.g. Mexico, Indonesia and the Philippines. Few studies in this area were conducted in

experienced migration of one or both parents. Most often men migrate. There were no differences in the course of education,

Europe (e.g. in Albania, Romania). The paper will present the results of research carried out in Poland (children and parents left behind and their caregivers). On the basis of in-

deviant behaviours among children from migrant families and other pupils.

depth interviews (or narratives) it will be shown how they interpret their own situations and problems and how they are solved by children and related social actors:

ź Euro-orphanhood in the Opole province - monitoring the phenomenon (2013) by A. Walas, W. Goleński et al. The study of

educational institutions (N = 582). Conclusions: 40% of respondents reported no behavioural problems of children from migrant

caregivers and teachers.

families. The study of 125 migrants and 123 spouses / partners of migrants. Conclusions: Nearly 2/3 of the emigrants' spouses
indicated that their children are experiencing difﬁculties and problems resulting from parent's migration.
ź Child, family and school in the light of parental migration: 10 years after accession to the European Union (2014) by B. Walczak.

Introduction

Sample: 4169 students and 272 teachers. 6.5% of students experienced mother's migration. This showed no relationship
between risky and deviant behaviours between the children of transnational families and children from non-migrating families.

Examples of research:

Children left behind in international perspective
It is well known that women, usually young, are now the huge part of international migration. There are

ź Soros Foundation research Romania in 2007;

different reasons of it for example better situation on care labour market, decline of incomes in host

ź International research done by UNICEF 2007 in:

countries pushing females to follow their husbands/partners, growing percentage of families with single

Ecuador, Albania, Moldova, Philippines, Mexico,

parent-mother. Is it possible to deal with obligations and expectations of family and society in international

Morocco;

ź Polish mother at a distance (2015) by S. Urbańska: 54 interviews with women, 15 with adult children of migrants and with 8

carers. Extensive ﬁeld tests with multiple aspects.

Methodology

Research questions

ź Romania in 2013 by Elenna Adumitroaie. Ion Daﬁnoiu;

context?

ź Mexico in 2007 by Jenna Nobles;

Transnational familes: “ families that live some or most of the time separated from each other, yet hold
together and create something that can be seen as a feeling of collective welfare and unity, namely

ź Indonesia in 2013 by Warda Niken Kusumawardhani

dan Nila;

ź How care for the child is provided in a situation of mother's migration?

ź 10 interviews with children staying abroad;

ź How do the caring functions of the family change?

ź 10 interwiews with school teachers
ź 10 interviews with caregivers

'familyhood', even across national borders” (Bryceson and Vuorela 2002: 3). In fact it is very difﬁcult to assess

ź Guatemala in 2008 by Michelle Moran-Taylor

ź How is the mother engaged in caring for the child?

impact of female migration on families, positive and negative outcomes depend on a large number of factors

ź Philippines in 2005 by Rhacel Salazar Parreñas

ź Are there problems in the areas of education, upbringing, health, relationships with family

members and peers in the context of mother's migration?

and it is very difﬁcult to control all variables in samples.

ź Are they solved? How are they solved?

Positive impact

Negative impact

ź What support does the family needs?

Results
TEACHERS

CHILDREN
ź The average age of children is 15 years old (the youngest was 13, the oldest 18), 5 girls and 5 boys. 6 children live

average job experience - 16 years.

in cities of over 100 thousand residents, 1 child in rural areas, others in small towns.
ź Five children are taken care of by the father, in the three cases by grandparents, in two by the extended family
ź The children usually come with their problems to direct caregivers (in 4 cases to a grandmother, in 3 – to a
ź 4 of 10 children reported that they have problems with learning, especially with English and mathematics (Why

worse. For this is affected by many factors, and the problem is more

do I need this school? I wanted to be a cook, but in general it does appeal to me?). No child had extra lessons,

complex). Some, however, believe that mother's departure may in

only 3 used others' help (I was threatened to fail a year at school. But I have corrected most of the marks. A friend

certain circumstances have an adverse effect (Probably so. In our

from the neighbourhood helps me with math). No child said that the problems with education emerged after the

culture the woman plays the most important educational function and

mother left.

in the care of the family.)

ź

Only two children (aged 12 and 14) did not have their own mobile phone and computer, and 6 children had their
own room. Only two children did not get their pocket money from caregivers and / or mother.
after me, a bastard.), two other had problems with contacts with peers (They take my things in the locker room,

parents, so is there any relation? Ot this may be a problem of early

throwing them. Recently they threw my pencil case into the toilet and laughed at me that I'm red-headed.), but

upbringing?). 4 respondents indicated the behaviour problems

each child had a group of trusted friends.

intensiﬁed, but some have turned their attention to the fact that the

straight way to duplicate this pattern. Certainly parents' migration
may worsen the situation.). Others (2 persons) indicated that in case of

(grandmother or aunt), only in 3 cases it was the father (Dad is quite good at cooking.)
ź 8 children had different chores (for example, throw garbage, sometimes I go to the store after shopping ...), only

two children said they did not need at home to do (nothing I would not do, as I am tired of it and go to my room
and let them piss). Only two of the children said that the number of duties increased as a result of leaving his

mother's migration there are always negative consequences for
education.
ź Half of the respondents recognizes the positive impact of migration:

improving the ﬁnancial conditions of the family, absence of the person

mother, and one that decreased.
ź Only in 2 cases, the mothers come several times a year to visit family, at 8 Tray only for Christmas and / or Easter.

distorting family life (In the classroom I have a boy who revived after

Sometimes this is due to lack of leave, often the family situation (there I do not blame her. I would also prefer

his father's leaving to Germany, before that his father abused alcohol,

gone away forever. Why? The father likes to drink, grandma and grandpa, too. It's well known what happens

he had no permanent job, the boy had even bruises - I reported it to

sometimes that the damage chatter) .

social welfare.).

ź Half of the children's mother sat abroad, but it was not always tons positively evaluated (once we went but it

ź However, in the overall evaluation, teachers negatively assessed the

effects of the mother's departure: the lack of warmth in the family, the

was a hassle and mom said she paid dearly for tickets, now it is coming to us).
ź Some mothers maintain frequent contact us by phone (several times a week), especially for younger children. In

four cases, the mother contacted rarely happened that a child reluctantly spoke to her (rarely, because I do not

could be that some of result are expected by researchers and become artefacts produced by them.

problems were before parent's migration (Often, besides the lack of
money, there are such problems as alcohol abuse. The child is on a

ź All the surveyed children eat lunch at home, and some also in school. The meals are mostly prepared by women

before mother's leaving. What is more many research are quantitative and data are not contextualized. It

behavioural problems (I had students with behavioural problems, but I
also had such problems with students which are under the care of both

(Often at night I wake up and I cannot sleep).

fact interfere the results and data do not give evidence that all problems mentioned above did not appear

ź 6 teachers also noticed no clear link between parents' migration, and

ź Two children admitted to have problems with teachers (One such guy is staging me. At the practices he still goes

ź None of the children complained about health problems, while 4 said that they have difﬁculty falling asleep

stigmatized as “Euro-orphants”. Data shows that there are many mediating, latent variables which can in

migration an school grades, because they depend on many factors
(I would not generalise in this way. Some children do better, some

father). Only one child pointed to her migrant-mother, and two – their colleagues.

children of nonmigrants on most dimensions of well-being, but in public discourse they are usually

ź Teachers felt that children from migrant families deal with learning like

any other children. There is no direct relationship between parent's

(father and grandparents). Half of the respondents have siblings.

To summarize: there are evidence that children of migrant mothers were not disadvantaged vis-a-vis the

ź 8 women and 2 men were examined. The average age was 41 years,

child's emotional imbalance, loss of relationships, mother going down
the wrong path.

want her to talk. In short it was ﬂoated and so much).
ź 6 children would like to see mother returned to them (I'd rather come back. I miss her. Because I would have a

mother like any ...), in one case, a dummy child in two and the kids do not want her to return (Because it is not
mother for me).

Polish migration in numbers

CAREGIVERS

Chart 1. Number of Polish migrants in 2002-2013

Chart 2. Main directions of Polish migration

(in thousands)

in 2004-2013 (in thousands)

ź 5 caregivers are fathers, others are members of the immediate family (grandparents, uncle, aunt). All persons in working age

were employed.
ź 6 caregivers of the child have not noticed a deterioration in education, and some have noted that some of the children are

less able to cope at school (There are no problems with my daughter, but I do with my son – He is dyslexic and ADHD
diagnosed. Do you think that mother's migration inﬂuenced the results of the child's learning? To a certain extent.)
ź Only one of the caregivers said that in connection with mother's migration behavioural problems appeared (He was hard to

communicate with then. I noticed that something was wrong. I went to a psychologist with him. It helped. He understood his
behaviour.), while others did not notice any problems or claimed that they have no connection with mother's departure (Are
you kidding? He is a big boy. He won't cry for mommy? And besides, she is such a mother ... She did nothing in the house. I did
everything myself: all the cooking, cleaning, and she just talked to her colleagues).
ź In 4 cases, caregivers noticed that the child suffered from parting with mother (crying, anxiety, nervousness), but only at the

beginning of the migration period (Initially he was emotional about this situation, he wept, but now he got used to it.). In 6
cases no changes were observed, but also because the mother had little contact with the child while being still at home (Like I
said, this trip did not change much, because she left the child at birth in fact.).
ź Half of the respondents do not see migration as a positive event, however, they indicate that there was no other solution in

their situation (Maybe it was wrong, but at that point it was the only way! We lived on one salary, I worked, we had loans to
pay). In 2 cases they rated migration positively, because the family got calm (Now I think it maybe better for him. Because
she was quite irresponsible. She wasted his life. And now, at a distance, he is safe and even are in touch...)
Source: http://stat.gov.pl/obszary-tematyczne/ludnosc/migracje-ludnosci/informacja-o-rozmiarach-i-kierunkach-emigracji-z-polski-w-latach-20042013,2,7.html
(data compiled by author)

Source: http://stat.gov.pl/obszary-tematyczne/ludnosc/migracje-ludnosci/informacja-o-rozmiarach-i-kierunkach-emigracji-z-polski-w-latach-20042013,2,7.html (data
compiled by author)

As much as 10% of professionally active Poles work abroad. According to data

The main directions of Polish migration are: Great Britain and Germany. Most

from the Polish National Bank Polish emigrants transferred almost 1 billion euros

Poles migrate to European countries.

Conclusions

to Poland.

The research shows that the situation of children in migrant families is varied. It cannot be concluded that the migration of mothers has

Transnational care: Polish case

negative consequences for the education and upbringing of the child. Yet, it can be said that migration intensiﬁes the pre-existing

In Polish discourse on parents' migration, particularly migration of women, negative effects of migration are primarily stressed. Children from migrant families are often

problems of the family (weak ties with the mother, behavioural problems). Families who functioned properly in the migration situation

referred to with a stigmatizing the name "euro-orphans". The discourse stigmatize both child and mother who “prefer euro to child's good”. But in fact there's no

mobilize their resources, while the mother is actively involved in the lives of families through new technologies. Interestingly, in some

strong evidence showing that female migration is the cause of destabilization and is an example of moral panic (see S. Urbańska).

cases, mother's migration had a positive impact on family life. It was in the cases where the mother was a destabilizing factor in the life
of a group (pathological behaviour, immaturity in the performance of family roles).

Among negative results of migration, the following are most frequently

The positive results of migration include:

mentioned:
ź In socialization: establishing deeper relationships with other family members in Poland,
ź Educational problems: conﬂicts with the social environemtn, deviant behaviour (drugs,

alcohol, theft), aggression, lack of control and care, weakened family ties, superﬁcial relations,
domestic conﬂicts, disturbances in the structure of authority in the family;

increased involvement of family members in family life, family integration, redeﬁning
gender and age roles, independence, resistance to stress, sense of responsibility;
ź In education: additional paid help in learning, attending private schools pursue their own

ź Emotional problems: irritability, depression, loneliness, longing, a sense of stigma;

interests through participation in extracurricular activities, access to modern teaching aids

ź Educational problems: lack of support in learning from a tutor, worsening academic

(PC, Internet), attending language schools;

performance, truancy, lack of homework, lack of cooperation between the school and the
tutor;
ź Maintenance problems: excess or lack of household duties.

ź In living conditions: improvement of the situation of the family, better household

equipment.
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